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LINCOLN LITERATURE

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
The color of the ground was in him, the red earth,
The tang and odor of the primal thingsThe rectitude and patience of the rocks ;
The gladness of the wind that shakes the corn ;
The courage of the bird that dares the sea ;
The justice of the rain that loves all leaves ;
The pity of the snow that hides all scars;
The loving-kindness of the wayside well;
The tolerance and equity of light
That gives as freely to the shrinking wood
As to the great oak flaring to the windTo the grave's low hill as to the Matterhorn
That shoulders out the sky.
-From "Lincoln: The Jlfan of the People" in "Lincoln
and Other Poems "- Enwm MARKU,\M.
Cloth. 12mo. In its 2d Edition. Sl.00 net; postpaid SL OS.
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BOOKS CONCERNI NG LINCOLN

LINCOLN'S PLAN OF RECONSTRUCTION

B Y CHARLES H . McC ARTHY, P H.D.
At the present moment there are unmistakable evidences that the important questions which marked the
return of the seceding States are attracting the notice of
many popular writers. A reason for this activity in the
field of reconstruction may be found in t he attempts during recent years of many Southern States to eliminate by
constitutional amendment the conditions imposed on
their readmission t o Congress. The policy of the Federal Legislature, however, cannot be fully comprehended
without an exact knowledge of what President Lincoln
and his successor accomplished and attempted toward
reunion. This subject has hitherto received little attention. Indeed, it is the one phase of Mr. Lincoln's great
public career that is unfamiliar to intelligent Americans.
Dr. McCarthy's treatise is the first serious attempt to
discuss this important subject. In a brief but pithy

McCI:URE, PHILLIPS & CO.
introduction he touches many of the chief topics of
ante-bellum history. The first three chapters treat of the
restoration under Mr. Lincoln of loyal governments in
Tennessee, Louisiana and Arkansas. A very interesting part of the book considers the grave questions which
arose on the dismemberment of Virginia, while the succeeding chapter summarizes the introduction of the ele_
ment of emancipation into the Presidential plan of
reconstruction. At this point the political narrative is
interrupted co examine in an insb:uctive chapter the
various theories of restoration that were presented during the war. In this connection is discussed the "State
suicide " theory of Charles Sumner and the "conquered
province" theory of Thaddeus Stevens.
The rise of the Congressional plan, which finally prevailed, is treated in four chapters which show both the
author's impartiality and a thorough acquaintance with
his theme. The last section includes a rapid survey of
the wreck of the Confederate States, an interesting account of President Johnson's work for reconstruction,
and a scientific examination of President Lincoln's plan.
Mr. McCarthy bas succeeded in writing upon this neglected part of our history a book at once instructive and
entertaining. The fairness and ability shown in the
treatment of constitutional topics should win for it a
place not only in every public library but in every private collection of note. Its merit will place it in time
upon the shelves of every enlightened jurist and statesman. Many of the chapters, which are almost in the
nature of separate sh1dies, can be used as supplemental
reading by students in secondary, as well as in higher
institutions of learning. Finally, the work will be welcomed by college and by university teachers of history
no less than by that large class who desire to examine
every side of Abraham Lincoln's wonderful career. The
book shows that without intruding- upon the field of fiction political and even constitutional history can be made
entertaining reading.
Cloth. Svo. $3.00 net; postpaid $3.23.
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LINCOLN LITERATURE

LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Bv I DA M. TARBELL

No man in our history has come so near to the hearts
of the American people as Abraham Lincoln. No writer
has done more to transform the ideal into an intimate
reality than has Miss Tarbell. Her biography is the result of years of research, of travel, of personal investigation, of interviews with the men and women who knew
Lincoln as a man and as a statesman. The whole country CO-Operated in U1e work. Thousands of letters were
written ; thousands of replies were received, until the
author had at her disposal a mass of data hitherto unequalled, including many unpubli.sbed speeches, letters
and telegrams. This bountiful material she bas woven
into a splendid portrait of the man whicll no American
citizen and, above all, no student of history can afford
to miss.
The volumes are illustrated with 32 full-page illustrations reproduced from original fpaintings, photographs,
etc.
Cloth. Svo. Two volumes, boxed. $5.00.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: His BooK
Tms is a fac-simile reproduction of the one book that
can be attributed to Abraham Lincoln. The original is
a little scrap-book made up of clippings from newspaper
reports of his speeches and explanatory matter in his
own hand, with the purpose in view of giving to a constituent who had asked Lincoln for a statement of his
attitude on the question of the legality of slave-holding,
a concise summary of his views and the position he had
taken.
"Not only an odd souvenir, but also a most remarkable example of the printer's art. Each reader might
well believe that he had the original pocket-worn book."
-Boston JQUrnal.
Second Edition. Leather. 16mo. Boxed. $1.00 net;
postpaid $1.04-.

